Intelligent HR bot

Why we do what we do?

Who are we?
We are a Singapore-based company developing an intelligent employee feedback and recognition platform.
By using AI and data science, we help companies build better workplace culture, drive engagement and improve productivity.

What is the project about?
Building an intelligent, engaging and conversational Human Resources Bot

Expectations of the HR bot

1. Mixed engagement + Intelligent

- **Reactive** in dealing with inquiries of employees on company guidelines, policies and other commonly asked questions.

- **Proactive** in providing contents that employee needs.

- The bot has to be **Data-driven** being able to collect usage and behaviours of employees that results in a better experience for employees
2. Great conversational Channel for employees

- The bot would be the main channel for managers to strengthen relationships with employees. Therefore, the A.I bot would have to be linked to our engagement solutions and at the same time, provide a great conversational experience for the employees.

3. Further clarity on app functionality

- In essence, the chatbots must understand the basic intent of the user:
  15 - 20 types of conversations (Difference topic). Each conversation has 6 - 10 layers (message & reply)

- The conversation can take off in different directions and topics

- Support multiple languages (contents will be build up by our team)

- Support conversation in natural languages (can develop on top of open source framework)

Conditions

Any outcomes produced by the student team under and within the framework of the Software Project and any transferable intellectual property rights related thereto, incl. all the economic rights of the author and rights to protect intellectual property are transferred to our company from the moment of creating them.

Benefits for working on this project

To be negotiated with students
If you are passionate about technology,
If you are passionate about building something amazing,
If you are interested in how a Startup works,
If you are interested in learning about the Asia pacific Startup trends,
Let’s make a dent in the universe together!